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While there is a lower class I am in it; 
while there is a criminal element I am of it; 
while there is a soul in prison I am not free. 
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E•1gene V. Debs 

Cleaver: 
"no more 
neutrality" 

Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver spoke 
Friday night to about 4500 people on the 
UCSD campus and to many more by live 
radio coverage broadcast from University 
radio stations ontheSantaBarbara,Davis, 
and ·Riverside campuses by arrangement 
with KSDT on this campus. Most of those 
who heard Cleaver speak were doubtless 
surprised by the absence of the· racism 
which hiS° detractors had led them to 
believe would be the entire content of 
his message. In an appearance on local 
television, UCSD's own Chancellor McGill 
took th(;! opportunity to further relations 
with the populace by denouncing Cleaver 
as a racist but announcing that -he would 

;;c.:c~..-.,:;.!£,.J~~'.11~\t~,~;!.c;: &p~a~ on ca_n;ip_u~.z.m.:"~Y. 
Because· of hie danger to Cleaver•s·safe-

ty, internal security was handled neither 
by the campus police nor by the SanDiego 
police. People entering the gym were 
checked by TNC monitors, and both TNC 
people and Panthers were Clearly in evi
dence throughout the gym. Campus police 
guarded the· back entrance and SDPD 
plainclothesmen lurked about in their usual 
inconspicuous manner. Also on patrol was 
a contingent of so-called Young Americans 
for Freedom, a group which backs Raf
fe"t" ~nil nth1>rs of that strioe. 

Cleaver's free use of what Max Raf
ferty describes as "unspeakable obscen
ities" emphasized the non-academic na
ture of Cleaver's relationship to the prob
lems of society--a realism not general
ly associated with discussion in the halls 
of Academe. His speech was a mixture 
of freely-flung polemic and a· more ser
ious critique of the American historical 
tradition and 'its projection into the pre
sent and into the future. "We have to 
close the book on every page of Amer
ican history up until this moment be 
cause it is all written in blood, in cor
ruption, in inhumanity, and there are no 
guidelines to guide us to the future. Not 
the way these pigs have written those 
books, that is. The incidents are there, 
the history is there, but it's not the his
tory of the people. It's the history of the 
pigs, for the pigs, by the pigs. And it's 
not going to serve us as a guide .•. It's 
part of the blindness of the past.'' 

"History developed cultural conflicts, 
ethnocentrism, xenophobia. All of these 
categories, born in the Dark Ages of Human 
history, have got to be done away with. 
They're not functional for us anymore. 
We need new definitions.' 

"The crying need for America today," 
said Cleaver, "is for Karl Marx to be 
taken out of mothballs and looked at, 
and read, You don't have to be afraid of 
Karlr Marx--he was a sinart, smart cat." 

"We're going to have to starrTalking 
about a Yankee Docidle Dandy brand of 

i socialism for America •••. We are talking 

cont. on p. 8 
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Comments on the "New· Crop" 

With the emergence of a second college at this campus and the surfacing 
of a new freshman class for both colleges, one thing is apparent: there are 
more girls here noAT than ever before. The most f!·ightening aspect of this is 
not their existence, but their presence here, on a campus ir. a University in 
a man's world. This University is preparing women for profes ;ions that have 
not yet felt the freedom and flexibility of a wr1man's mind and sensitivities. 
Professions which only accept woman who either have become emasculatized 
to the point where these sensitivities are masked and the woman is hard, or 
where woman are relegated to _roles where they must employ feminine wiles 
to get their point across rather than the direct route of honesty. And those 
women who refuse to accept either role are given a taste of the wonders of 
the intellectual world at UCSD, and are sent home to have babies. 

The problem of women is not unlike that of any other suppressed group 
within this society. It is a problem of definition. Women should be seeking 
to define themselves, instead they are defined in terms of their men. It is a 
hierarchical relationship with man as provider and master, woman as producer 
and slave. But woman's liberation should not be approached solely as an 
opposition to the better role of men, or at men, but against the foundations 
of that society which defines people according to the needs of an economy 
of domination. 

The way women are told by all the media to act and dress is an indication 
of the ultimate role which our· economy plays as oppressor. Swinging body
revealing clothing is fun, and pretty, and expensive; but it is our society's 
way of making the women express themselves and receive attention through 
things rather than because they are people. And the ones who reap the benefits 
of this structured denial of self is the fashion industry. And women's submis
siveness to this dictation of life style perpetuates the oppressive situation 
of women's dependence on the approval of men. The role of women as both 
producer and consumer has become a passive one. Women are not allowed to 
take control o: their direction, but must constantly return to men and to the 
media which dictates what men want, for assurance that they are behaving 
correctly. Women need to qevelop the "masterful" and decisive attitude 
which is inherent in the male's positon in society -- that of projecting one's 
self on the world to change it -- and this does not mean assuming the role of 
man, but merely the liberating attitude of men which would allow women to 
project those sensitivities and feelings which make them beautiful. 

Women's power is the power to destroy a destructive system by refusing to 
play the part assigned to women by it -- by actively subverting institutions 
which create and enforce the definition of women. 

Are you a commodity to seduce,· 

or an individual to be reckoned ~ith '? 

I correspondence (on the . Special Qpp{)rtunities Report:) 
I would like to comment on the state

ment in your last issue concerning the 
Special Summer Opportunities Program. 
I was a teaching assistant in the pro
gram and also a resident advisor in 
one of the dormitories. I worked with 
many of the students and came to know 
most quite well. 

My own feeling about the students in 
the program is different from that of 
the author ofthe statement. I have taught 
freshmen in Subject A here at UCSD, 
and I would say that the summer stu
dents compare favorably. This is not to 
say that the summer students had no 
problems. The transformation from a high 
school senior to a college is difficult 
for many students--regardless of race or 
cultural background. And the response of 
the summer students to the problems they 
faced was not different from that of other 
freshmen. 

I do not wish to present a false picture 
of the summer students. I would be great-

indicator 

ly surprised if more than a few of them 
achieve academic distinction, but I am 
sure that all· of them have the capacity 
to do the work required here··at UCSD. 
It will take hard work and dedication for 
them to meet the academic challenges 
set before them, but again, this is true 
for the great majority of students. But 
in facing the challenges involved in the 
process of education, I am sure that 
these summer students will benefit from 
their stay at UCSD. And I am also cer
tain that UCSD will benefit from their 
presence here. 
Sincerely yours, 
David F. Hand 
Teaching Assistant 
Department of Literature 

The Special Opportunities Program Re
port (Indicator Sept. 25) only makes clear 
the internal contradiction that this and 
similar federally-sponsored programs to 
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"aid" minority groups carry within them
selves, even if it does so in a particu
larly blatant way (and therein lies its 
value). We know beforehand that these 
programs, inspired by a 'liberal politics; 
form part of a strategy of co-optation, 
designed as· they are to transform a po
tentially revolutionary minority into par
ticipants in and defenders of the social 
order responsible for their "cultural

ly deprived'• status in the first place. 
They are a reflex of the recently ac
·quired knowledge of neo-capitalist soci
ety that a merely economic colonization 
of its minority groups is insufficient to 
its aims, and must be partially aban
doned for an extension to this sector of 
the ideological colonization (called edu
cation) which has worked so well where 
the white majority is concerned. 

So we recognize in the Report the 
constellation of assumptions--and the 
value judgements they breed--character
istic of the ideology of Organization and 
Production. What is unusual is the 
clarity . with which the fundamentally 
agressive, punitive inspiration of this 
ideology is revealed. The statement is 
on the whole a string of constant op
positions built upon the paradigm of an 
antithetical and repugnant relationship 
posited between an intensely valorized 
Order and an absolutely de-valorized 
Disorder. The students are condemned 
for being "sociable'' rather than "rea
soning" people. Their "talkativeness" 

· is a "vaporing" inimical to "organized" 
.i.e., ''actual" work. They substitute 
"pathos" for "production". A thought 
discordant with the writer's is not sim
ply erroneous or mistaken, but "sloven
ly' (and we note the suggestion of phys
ical. disgust). Let us mention also the 
appeal to such notions as the "legit
imacy" of the students, to "scientific 
exactness"(unfortunately not at.tainable 
here), and to the students' nevertheless 
somehow "measureably" inferior intel

_ligence. And finally, the quasi~political 

solution proposed--so familiar to our 
ears ·in this eleclion year--to what is 
apparentry understood as a problem of 
student license: "organization must be 
more firm;" "students be dropped quick
ly;" "we become more selective." 

But this repeated "casting out" 
of whatever aligns itself with the 
spontaneous order ( for it is not, 
except for the author's dogmatic ideal
ism, a disorder), seems to have its 
source in something even more funda
mental. The Report really rests upon 
a general refusal to admit of any spe
cial condition in its students, despite 
the fact that the Program's existence 
presupposes that recognition. They are 
judged according to an implicit standard, 
abstract and universal, of the (Good) 
student. Accordingly, the merelyphenom
enal aspects of their behavior, the !l!,
pearances they present--which may well 
be those of "hostility• and ''laziness"-
are reified into essential traits of char
acter. Their hostility is denied as a 
function of their intuition that the pro
grani'.s aims may not be so benevolent, 
and affirmed as a fact about them. 
Reduced to sums OfSimple entities, 
they simply fil hostile, fil lazy, fil 
"temperamentally unsuited for college 
work," fil.llill_ "intelligent." 

Such an iilterpretation has the subjective 
value of course of giving the writer -- as 
it has always given teachers caught up 
in the contradictions of bourgeois 
education (m,yself included) -- a Good 
Conscience. Potential indexes of failure 
are disposed of as "unteachables." Wit
ness the irony -- wholely unintentional -
of this report, which soberly presents 
itself as a critiques "of the Program'' 
and 'proceeds on that basis to deliver a 
prolonged and unrelieved complaint over 
the poor quality of the students. 

But it is more important to see· this 
approach as an objective necessity o~ 

cont. on p. 7 



Chicago Letter 
The following is a letter written to the 

Indicator from Fred Gordon, last yea~'s 
editOr.'Mr. Gordon is now Internal Educah~n 
Secretary for the students fo;:i-nemoc.rahc 
Society, and in his new position he wi.ll be 
spending this year at th_e SDS national 
office in Chicago. The article Mr. ~rdon 
refers to concerning the draft was pu~hshed 
in the orientation issue of the Indicator. 

It would be difficult to explain exactly 
what Pat and my experience has been 
like. It is difficult--we have done three 
all-night stints this week, the last being 
a three-day stretch. It is confused--there 
is still rampant irresponsibility bypeople 
who are supposed leaders of the move
ment. (These are the people who have at
tained the strategic velocity to escape the 
middle class, but who have not really 
organized their energies as genuine poli
tical people.) It is dangerous--two of 
our people have been beaten up in the 
community and I have had two ~Plit· 
hair escapes. 

Our relations with the Blackcommunity 
have become somewhat tense. We have 
gotten phone threats from Black capital
ist groups to get out of the community 
and there have been guys on the street 
paying neighborhood kids to attack the 
office. Major Daley claims that there are 
neither ghettoes nor slums in Chicago. 
Evidently he has not driven around the 
city for the past 40-50 years. The Chi
cago ghettoes were established during the 

'teens and '20's when the Chicago meat· 
packing plants and transportation compan
ies brought cheap Black labor up from the 
South to break strikes. Often, box cars 
of rural Blacks were loaded up in the 
South and unloaded behind picket lines in 
the packing houses (the trains were driven 
inside). This established an attitude of 
hatred among white workers for Blacks 
who were the unwitting victims of the 
capitalists' strategy. The wHites reacted 
by beginning to refuse to rent to Blacks 
and so two huge ghettoes were created, 
one on the west side (where we are) 
and one on the south side. It is often 
said that the capitalists created racism 
in their own interests--to divide the work
ing class. I never understood what this 
meant before Chicago. Now the mechanism 
becomes clear. The strength of a labor 
movement is in the solidarity of the work
ing class. The Black people were kept 
in economic desperation so that they would 
be a "reserve army" to destroy this 
solidarity. After Black people were 
brought in to break strikes and the strikes 
were settled, one way or another, the 
black workers soon found themselves out 
of a job--in economic desperation once 
more, and so the cycle repeated itself. 
The racism which was created among the 
white working class proved to be an 
asset to capitalist politicians. Economic 
desperation bred violence and crime which 
further separated the white workers from 
ghetto Blacks. Politicians were able to 
play on white fears of Black violence 
(as well as resentment for ;_B_lacX~____M__ 
strike breakers) and so avoid facing 
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Untouched by 
Scandal 

the issues that concerned the working 
class. Wallace is just the latest instance 
of "law and order' politics that plays 
on white workers' fears while acting in 
the interests of capitalists. . 

One understands here just· how real 
the fear of the Black man and of the_ 
ghetto is. The ghetto is a violent place. 
The violence is contained in the status 
quo. It has been created by capita,lism. 
This violence is turned inward: hard 
drugs are pushed on the street corners 
and the kids in the neighborhood sniff 
glue (which destroys brain cells). To 
maintain a habit, it is necessary to steal, 
and so violence is turned against Black 
people as well as white. Much of the 
violence is created by the police. A 
Black man can't move in the ghetto with
out being humiliated. For the first time, 
the police have become an oppressive real
ity. Every night I see blue and white 
cars with blue lights blinking. To have any 
dignity in the ghetto, one must come to 
hate the police. 

We listen to Black leaders say that 
the Black man must fight for his liber
ation and even die for it, for to go on 
living the way they have is worse than 
dying for freedom. White audiences lis
ten and, while they are stimulated by 
the bravado, they do not understand what 
is meant. They read their own alienation 
and hatred of "the system" into the 
Black man's words. For the first time, ' 
it becomes clear just what the Black 
man is talking about. The violence of 
the battle for liberation is no greater 
than the violence that now exists in the 
ghetto. The difference is that the vio
lence that now exists is self-destructive 
and the violence of a political struggle 
is affirmative and creative. 

There are very deep ·1essons for us 
in the situation of the Blacks. The ghet• 
toes were created by capitalists, deli
berately and self-consciously. Should we 
ever fall into thinking after talking with 
someone like McGill that it couldn't hap
pen in America, that the ruling class is 

· basically beneficent in its intentions, but 
that the problems are merely complex 
"technical' ones, we should point to the 
ghettoes with the left hand and keep 
the right one a clenched fist. 

We have only begun to address our
selves to the problem of racism in a 
real way. The Wallace candidacy and suc
cess indicates the inability of capitalism 
to maintain imperialism abroad andpros
perity at home. The real wages of workers 
are falling: according to the Wall St. 
Journal (March ll, 1968), average weekly 
wages have fallen from $78.53 in 1965 
to $78.23 in 1967 (as expressed in 1957-
59 prices). Rather than the steady gains 
that we hear about, the working class 
has been losing ground. These are wages 
before taxes and do not take into con
sideration th~ rising tax rate. An illusion 
of prosperity has been created bv the 
expansion of credit which rose 1000% be
tween 1946 and 1967. Workers "have" 
more but own less and so their economic 
insec~rity _has begun to reach serious pro-
portions. . 

Hubert and Nixon are not talkmg to 
the workers' problems. Wallace is, but 
in. a way whfoh -.vm __ cheat them in the 
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On the 
Academic Senate Resolution 

Editorial Board 

While the resolution passed by the 
UCSD Academic Senate has received much 
publicity, not enough attention has been 
given to the following amendment, which 
effectively expresses the feeling of many 
students. Not only was the amendment 
overwhelmingly defeated, but there was 
apparent unanimity oii. - -tlie -parf-of 
professors to strike one sentence ("They 
have effectively thwarted a particular 
attempt by the -faculty to respond to the 
need for student participation in th.e plan
ning and direction of their education.)which 
approached directly the problem inherent 
in this issue. It is relevant to note that 
those professors who might have prote~ted 
were silenced by the same kind of r ir
liamentary tactics that charact_erized the 
Chicago convention, and their own timidity. 

The Amendment: 
strike the number four included in the 
passed resolution and insert in its place: 
4. Whether the Cleaver resolution is in 

violation of the Standing Orders of the 
Regents or not, a dangerous precedent 
has been set for intervention by the Regent's 
on political grounds into the form and 
content of duly - authorized university 
courses. Especially in the context of the 
resolution recommend_ing c;ensorship of 

end. He is speaking to their fears and to 
their powerlessness. It is a trick, and Dick 
Nixon is trying to learn that trick too. 
"Law and order" will only perpetuate 
a desperate Black lumpen proletariat and 
thus break the power of labor to reverse 
its downward slide. Our opportunity is to 
talk to workers _about this, to show them 
who Wallace is and to provide an alter
native on the Left. Perhaps it is too late, 
but we are beginning to move in that 
direction. 

All of this has, of course, bearing on 
students. I have talked to lawyers at 
the Lawyer's Guild in New York and else
where about my thesis on the new draft 
laws which I wrote in the Indicator last 
year and rewrote for New Left Notes, 
and that thesis seems to be true. It 
appears that the draft calls have been 
kept low until the elections for political 
reasons, but that after November , the 
graduate schools will be raped. Even the 
white academic establishment is not be
yond the most oppressive measures when 
the natives get out of hand anctwhen need 
demands it. 

Perhaps this letter sounds a little 
shrill and perhaps it also fails as a 
message of friendly greetings (I still 
have very friendly feelings to UCSD-
the students, not the university). But the 
sense of emergency is not, I think, a 
false one. The middle class judges reality 
by whether objective reality · requires 
"extreme" action. If reality seems to be 
violent and dangerous, then, they say, 
one's view must be wrong; for reality, 
by definition, is moderate, like them. 
Anything which is not "moderate" and 
does not require "moderate'· action must 
be false. There may have been times in 
history when reality asked only for moder
ate action, but that time is certainly not 
now. The boxes coming home from Viet 
Nam, the counter-insurgency work on 
campuses are not "moderate" realities. 
Maybe we canrealJy_§_~e that no~. 
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dramatic productions, the Regent's actions 
constitute a direct threat to the intell
ectual and political freedom of faculty and 
students which is more serious than any 
conceivable budget cut. These resoiutions 
have seriously set back honest ;md sincere 
efforts at imperative educational reform. 
They have effectively thwarted a particualr 
attempt by the faculty to respond to the need 
for student participation in the planning 
and direction of their education. Moreover, 
it is clear that the Regent's actions do, 
in effect, yield to reactionary and racist · 
elements who rightly view Mr. Cleaver 
as a threat to the continued and institu
tionalized suppression of black people 
within the university and American society 
as a whole. 

What we know of the actions of the UCSD 
Academic Senate regarding these issues 
is a clear example of the faculty's con
sistent refusal to recognize the crisis in 
education; which is one more symptom 
of the crisis in American society. The 
general atmosphere of moral cowardice 
which surrounded the faculty's futile 
retreat into one more ivory tower -
fortified by self-indulgent haggling over 
parliamentary procedure -- exemplifies 
their essential stake in the status quo of 
ideas and general indifference to what's 
happening in the world outside the Uni
versity. 

Why was it that the faculty met to make 
a policy statement on the most overt 
repressive actions against the University 
and ideas in many years, and adjourned 
many hours later having arrived at little 
more than a reinterpretation of their view 
of academic freedom -- and then they 
decided that what little they had to say 
was not for the students or the community 
at large, to "hear? We feel that this re
solution effectively breaks down whatever 
trust still remains between students and 
faculty. The UCSD Academic Sneate has 
proved that it no longer wishes to take 
meaningful stands on relevant moral and 
political issues and has relinquished its 
leadership of the academic community to 
the governor, his politicians, powerful 
administrators and certain elements of the 
press. 

We deplore the impotency of the UCSD 
Academic Senate, and support the actions 
of the Berkeley student body and Academic 
Senate in opposition to Rege1ii's ruling. 

J?.AR.A.:l?XtRXALIA 
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Humanities : 
Program: 

The Measures': 

H:alf-taken 

Paula Cate, et al ... 
We introduce this guide with an eye 

to establishing it as an institution at ucsb. 
It should benefit not only the student, 
but also the humanities sequence in general 
by holding up a mirror to those responsi
ble for the program: professors, admini
strators, and teaching assistants. (At some 
later date, the guide could cover curri
cula outside of the humanities; comprehen
sive faculty evaluations have had great 
success at UCLA and UCB, for example. 

This first effort has several short
comings- -any of which canbeeasilyover
come in the future, givenacertainnumber 
of people to work on the project and a 
certain amount of interest on the part 
of those who contribute evaluations. In 
the first place, the project launched at 
short notice and in the face of an "offi
cial" survey conducted by the administra
tion. (The latter survey's questions limit
ed accurate responses and, in any case, 
the particular results won't be available 
to students.) For this or some other 
reason, we received in most cases less 
replies than make for a truly reliable 
poll. We have therefore included for each 
entry the number of ratings that we re
ceived; you should pay attention to this 
number as a guide to the reliability of 
that entry. 

In addition, we have tried to note each 
case where the reactions were mixed, 
since this indicates a different set of cir
cumstances from that where the consen
sus is generally that a professor is "just 
average' . 

Finally, the questions about paper topics 
resulted in a great deal of confusion since 
it is sometimes the professor and some
times the T.A. who provides them. We 
omitted these ratings. 

We hope that in the future more students 
will make a point of turning in the ques
tionnaires, and that more written com
ments will be made. The comments add 
immeasurably to the accuracy of the eval
uations and make up in some degree for 
the failings of the set questions. We also 
welcome suggestions as to what questions 
should be asked; the present group, we 
realize, isn't entirely satisfactory. 

Finally, it would be a good idea to turn 
in as well any general remarks that you 
have about the humanities. We hope that 
in these various ways students will be 
able to enforce and reinforce committment 
and creativity within the program. 

PACIFIC CAMERA STORE 

Phofoqrophic Equipment and Suppl;~ 
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TELEPHONE 459-3444 

PHILIP C. ACKER. 0WN£i .. 

The numbers following the T.A. 's and 
professor'§ names are in response to the 
following questions - the evaluations are 
a summary of the independent comments 
on each. 

CODE: 4 - exceptionally so; 3 - above 
average; 2 - average; l - below average; 
O - no socially redeeming value. 

Questions relevant the professors: 

1) Do the required works seem relevant/ 
useful to you: 
a. in your academic work? 
b. as a human being? 

2) Does the professor seem interested in 
the material he presents? 
3) Are the lectures well-organized? 
4) ls the professor an effective lecturer: 
i.e. does he hold the attentionoftheclass? 
5) Were the paper topics good? (fair, 
relevant, clear, etc.) 
6) Were the exams fair? 

Questions relevant to the T.A.s. 

1) Is the T.A. interested in: 
a. the students?, 
b. the material? 

2) Were the section meetings helpful? 
a. in your academic work? 
b. as a human being? 

3) Was the T.A. well prepared for section 
meetings? 
4) Were the paper topics good ( fair, 
relevant, interesting)? 
5) Were the papers graded fairly? 

Ariotti: 2/0.5 - 2 - l - O - 2 - O (2 
ratings). 
students noted an undue amount of work. 
His grading system -- i.e. his "point 
system" -- leaves something to be de
sired. He seems to feel that it makes 
objective what is nevertheless, still of 
necessity subjective: the grading of 
humanities papers. 

Behar: 2.89/3.25 - 3.25 - 2.02 - 2.33 -
2.05 - 3.06 (16 ratings) 

- He got mixed reactions. He tends to be 
most repetitious and rambles. The overall 
effect is one of involvement and interest, 
however, but with frequent and rather 
self-indulgent paragrinations. 

Berman: 1.33. /1 - 2.67 - 3 - l - 1.6 
(3 ratings). 
His lecture materials tend to be pedantic -
that is, many bibliographical references 
and much esoteric terminology. But are 

· delivered in a superficial and therefore 
(unfortunately) entertaining fashion. Some 
students fee 1 that Berman sees humanities 
course as a burden and students as strict 
inferiors. 

Cohen: 2. 73/3.66 - 3.63 - 1.82 - 1.89 -
3.1 - 3.12 (27 ratings) 
Professor Cohen has a pronounced French 
accent and thus there was some difficulty 
in understanding him, but what one could 
get was worth having. While not himself 
a "superb lecturer", he manages to gener
ate a great deal of excitement, partly 
by using interesting guest lecturers, dis
cussions etc., thereby enlivening the class. 
And with all this the course maintained 
a sense of continuity. 

Lavender: 2.5/3 - .5 - 2.5 - 2 - 3 -
2. 75 (8 ratings). 
Should stick to teaching literature. 

McCarthy: 2.96/2.89 - 2.46 - 2.32 - 1.43 -
2. 71 - 2. 79 (14 ratings). 
Puts himself into the course but lack of 
lecturing ability is a real liability. His 
background, it should be noted is mathema
tics and logic ( in so far as this last is 
a criticism, it should perhaps be leveled 
at the criteria used for selection of hu
manities professors). 

Makkreel: 3.06/3.06 - 2.25 - 2.13 - 1.31 -
1.63 - 2.63 (8 ratings) 
Tends to paraphrase the works read rather 
than lecture about them. Monotonous 
delivery. Paper topics were made up 
by committee and were therefore un
manageable by both student's and .T.A.'s. 

Malinovich: 2.6/2.98 - 3.1 - 2.5 - 2.67 -
2.25 - 2.33 (12 ratings). 
Professor's strong point is making phil
osophical problems clear. Flistory in gen
eral and literature are left virtually un
treated. The lecture is usually handled 
like a large discussion section which is 
often interesting, if inefficient. 

Marlay: 2.5/2.5 - 2.5 - 1.5 - 3 - 4 
(2 ratings). 
His lectures tend to involve a lot of dis
cussion -- Assigns additional one-page 
papers (ungraded) in order to gauge student 
response and understanding -- this is 
typical of his concern that he relate to 
the student. 

Moore: 2.98/3.1 .~ 3.1 - 2.89 - 2.98 -
3 (11 ratings). 
A good professor. His paper topics are 
very demanding, but worthwhile -- they 
allow the ·interested student to make ef
fective use of secondary material. Unfor
tunately his lectures are sometimes over 
the student's head. 

Monroe: 2. 7/2. 7 - 2.59 - 2.4 - 1.3 -
2.5 - 2.ll (27 ratings). 
Knowledgable and well organized, but 
lectures are so packed that they can be 
difficult to follow -- as though designed 
to be read rather than listened to. 

Nauen: 3/2 - 3 - 2.98 - 2 - 2.98 -
2.67 (6 ratings). 
Packs tremendous amount of information 
into lectures -- however is difficult for 
some to follow. 

Peters: 3.3/3.2 - 3.6 -, 3.47 - 3.47 -
3.2 - 3. 71 (32 ratings). 
Peters was an extremely popular 
professor. His course was a well·balanced 
treatment ofphilosophy literature and his
tory. He was interested in the students: 
he encouraged questions in class and was 
available to students outside of the class
room. Two of the responses noted super
ficiality, but those remarks seemed more 
applicable to the humanities sequence than 
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to Professor Peters in particular. Since 
Professors Peters was one of our most 
highly regared professors it is a shame 
he has left UCSD. 

Popkin: 2.78/2.5 - 3.05 - 2.6 - 2 -
2.3 - 2.8 (IO ratings). 
He knows the material and the course 
provides a sense of continuity, but Popkin 
has trouble reaching the students. (And 
for one reason or another he seems to be 
generally unavailable to them outside of 
class.) 

Saunders: 2. 71/2.5 - 3.13 - 3 - 1.69 -
2.81 - 3.38 (8 ratings) 
His course was well received because 
it was one of the few that was clearly 
structured, emphasizing themes and 
making some sort of sense out of a 
historical period. He has some short
comings as a lecturer however, often 
getting lost in his syntax ( he tends 
to construct his sentences in mid-air; 
sometimt!s they remain there). 

Szanto: 2.67 /2. 75 - 2. 75 - 2 - 1.56 -
2.22 - 2.33 (9 ratings). 
Is an innovator (unorthodox lecture mater
ials, panel discussions, etc.) Which ap
proach adds much needed life to the 
Humanities sequence. But such innovation 
requires much self discipline; students 
complained that lectures fell drastically 
behind the reading list, and topics and 
concepts were introduced on exams which 
had not been sufficiently covered in class. 
He tends to emphasize the literary rather 
than philosophical aspects of the hum
naities. 

Wierschen: 2.33/2.44 - 3.55 - 2.33 -
1.55 - 2 - 2.22 (9 ratings). 
He tends to read rather than deliver his 
lectures, which in turn are sometimes 
taken verbatum from other works (e.g. 
Will Durant). He deals more or less 
strictly with the history of the period, 
rather than with that history as it relates 
to the works read in the course ( accord
ing to Wierschen, it is entirely the students 
responsibility, rather than the professors, 
to study and understand the works read.) 

Reactions were somewhat mixed: Jllany 
found the historical approach limited and 
uninteresting. Most found him accessible 
to and interested in students. He used 
slides and tape recording effectively -
this sort of thing opens up and adds 
interest to the . course and should be 
encouraged. 

Wilson: 2.5/2.08 - 2.58 - 1.67 - 0.83 -
2.09 - 2.64 (12 ratings). 
"Poor lecturer. But interesting to talk 
to outside of class." 

Wright: 3.33/3.2 - 3.8 - 3.2 - 2.89 -
2. 77 - 3.1 (5 ratings). 
A good professor, he lectures well and 
is interested in the student ( holds his 
own open -- and voluntary -- discussion 
gatherings for interested students). Gives 
weekly quizes which are relatively harm
less, would probably do best lecturing 
in tandum with a professor better versed 
in technical philosophy. His reading list 
is sensibly light. 
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US "para progresa": fol/against Latin America? 
Wednesday, September 25 th, Father 

Blase Bonpane spoke to a crowd of some 
600 people in the UCSD gymnasium. Father 
Bonpane was expelled from Guatemala 
late last year for his attempts to organize 
a Peasant's League - a union of small 
farmers. Since then, Father Bonpane has 
lectured across the nations in favor of 
the guerilla movements in Latin America. 
Next year he will become a full-time 
lecturer at Cal State Los Angeles •• 

This was Father Bonpane's first speak
ing engagement since his return from 
Cuba. What follows is a condensed tran
scription of his speech, which deals with 
U.S. foreign policy in Latin America, and 
Bonpane's impressions of Cuba. 

We are talking here about U.S. foreign 
policy in Latin America. This sounds like 
a very vague observation, a vague thing, 
but the matter of foreign policy in Latin 
America is urgent to the future of your 
lives and the future of the life of the 
world, because there is not a Latin Amer
ican policy. There is one policy of the 
United States and it is the same every
where. And it is that we believe that 
we can contain the powers wherever they 
may be. Now those of us who are over 
30 are perhaps too far gone to under
stand the destructive nature of this rela
tionship with other lands. I'm sure that 
young people like you are the ones who 
are going to change it. The foreign policy 
in Latin America is notable through some
thing called the Alliance for Progress. 
It is an alliance started under President 
John F. Kennedy and it began with a 
certain spirit, a certain enthusiasm, was 
greeted by Latin Americans with a cer-

· tain enthusiasm. All of us who have been 
·to Latin America recently are sure that 
whatever the goals were when it started 
it certainly died with the death of John 
F. Kennedy. It is called by the Latins, 
Allianca para progresa~ The alliance stops 
progress. The word para is very well 
translated as 'for' and is also translated 
as 'stops~ I think we should have used 
different words. We're not going to look 
at Latin American foreign policy through 
the eyes of the Anglo-Saxon North Amer
ican (I almost said imperialist). We're 
going to look at Latin American foreign 
policy through the eyes of Latin American 
intellectuals, and I assure you that there 
are many such intellectuals. They do not 
come to this country as a rule because 
: they are entirely too far to what we 
would call the left to teach or to work in 
'this country. 

First of allJ the Alliance for Progress. 
'l:'irst)a teacher, a professor of economics 
or of sociology, a Latin Americaniwould 
look at the alliance and make the followin11: 
observation. The alliance says and makes 
it very sure that 85% of any fund~ __ give;: 
by the alliance will be spent in the United 
states of America to buy goods in the 
United States of America. So 85% of the 
funds are tied directly to United States 

, products. Second point: Much of what is 
called 'aid' through the Alliance for Pro-

gress is through bank loans. Loans that 
are to be paid with interest." Now when . 
your bank gives you a loan it is not 
doing so because it loves you, it's doing 
so because it wants to make some money 
on you. As a result the Latin American 
intellectual doing his arithmetic and his 
homework says, "What is the result of the 
alliance? The result of the alliance is the 
balance of payments every year in terms 
of Latin America is in favor of the United 
States of America." The point is, we are 
not helping the countries of Latin America 
with this alliance. It is an extractive re
lationship -- we take their minerals and 
we do not trade on an equal basis with 
them. 

For example, theywouldrathertrade with 
us than have aid from us. They would 
like, say, to sell shoes to the United 
States. They make shoes, butwehavevery 
restrictive trade barriers. So we feel that 
by creating an aid program that it will 
balance things out or at least make it 
look good. What does the aid program say 
to the Latin American? It says to the 
Latin Americans that we North Americans 
know what is good for Latin America. 
I don't know of anyone in the United states 
at all who knows anything that is good for 
Latin America. There is only one group 
who knows what is good for Latin America, , 
and that's the Latin Americans. And that 
is true in Guatemala. There is no one at 
all in the state department who knows what 
is good for Guatemala, no one. There is 
no one there. This is why I want us to 
have a change of heart. See,the old, liberal 
view is that we, the enlightened, really 
honest-to-god know what is good for you 
poor slobs. And they really don't. -

Well, this began,this type of relationship 
began with a thing called the Monroe Doc
trine; it goes back that far. The Alliance for 
Progress is somewhat related, it's a more , 
sophisticated relationship to the Monroe 
Doctrine, which Wa.s designed to put Europe 
on notice, to say "Europe, Latin America 
is no longer a place for colonization from 
countries. from Europe. It is closed off 
to any further colonization from countries 
from Europe. It is closedofftoanyfurther 
colonization from European nations. We, 
however in the United States will consider 
it as our colony andrelatetoitas a colony 
until the end of time." And since the 
Monroe Doctrine we have related to all 
Latin American countries, without excep-
tion, as to colonies. • --

Now the days of political colonies are 
over. These countries, the countries of 
Latin America, are economic colonies of 

, the United states. If Peru decides it's 
going to buy some arms from France we 
slap Peru's hand, and we say -- no, don't 
buy any arms from France. If you do,we 
will stop all your aid money. So you don't 
buy anything from France unless we say 
you buy it from France. You are our 
colony and if you obey as a colony, fine. 
: So we have an Organization of American 
States. This organization, I hope, for the 
future will be an organization of Latin 
American states from which the United 
States will be excluded, because Latin 
America has its own culture and can work 
out its own destiny. But the AID program 
continues in Latin America and thousands 
and thousands of North Americans are 
down there receiving salaries in the lar
gest skyscrapers _in the various capital 
cities of Latin America . receiving large 
salaries so it is a U.S. aid program to 
U.S. citizens living in the capitals .of 
Latin America and really doing very little. 
U.S. relation to Latin America is in terms 

of a CIA presence. I'm not saying this 
in some sort of dream or as some sort 
of accusation - I'm saying this as a cold 
reality. The military organization of Cen
tral Amer_ica where I work is directed by 
the Central Intelligence Agency. This is 
through the Central American Defense 
Command, which is an extension of United 
states Military Forces. We've seen the 
power of the Central American Defense 

Command when, for example , in 1954 we 
didn't like the president of Guatemala -
So we invaded Guatemala through this 
program, put in a puppet by the name 
of Castillo Armas, and ever since that 
time in Guatemala it has been impossible 
to organize the peasants to defend them
selves from the violence of daily life !.n 
that country. 
The CIA presence is real, it is a direct 

intervention. Some people wonder whytwc 
u.s. military attaches were shot in Gua
temala City last January. Why should they 
wonder? What were they doing there? 
They were teaching peasants to go out 
and kill suspected communists. And they 
were paying peasants to do this. So the 
guerilla forces who have been fighting in 
Guatemala for 8 years since the 13th of 
November 1960, had a session and said: 
gentlemen, we cannot tolerate this any 
longer. These ignorant yankees, military 
officers, stupid people in our country who 
don't know a damn thing about Guatemala 
are telling and paying our peasants to go 
out and kill suspected communists and 
there is not one peasant who could define 
the word - there isn't one of them who 
knows what the word means. So someone 
goes out and bags a couple of peasants 
and drags them in and says these are 
two suspected communists and gets his 
money. We can't tolerate this, we're sorry 
but we're going to kill the two military 
attaches from the United States. And they 
did. 

Last week, a couple of weeks ago; 
the same ambassador that ordered me out 
of the country, John Gordon Mine, was 
killed. Why did they kill him? What hap
pened? One of their subdirectors was 

1 captured by the national police. The nation
al police in Guatemala are trained in the 
United states, are armed with U.S. wea

'pons, are paid with U.S. money. They are 
experts in torture. The students I worked 
with, once captured, were usually found· 
beaten unmercifully and left in shreds by 
the side of the road. One of the most sen
sitive and brilliant guerilla leaders was 
captured. They said "we've got to get this 
man back while he is still alive. He's 
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our most valuable asset in Guatemala. We 
can't let him go. If we just make an or
dinary kidnapping, say of some Guatemalan 
millionaire, it won't work. He has got to 
be somebody important. Let's kipnap the 
U.S. ambassador': Why? Because the United 
states ambassador is the most powerful 
man in Guatemala or in any other Latin 
American country. The second most pow
erful group is the army, the third most 
powerful group will be the president of 
the republic. In that order. So they cap
tured, or they attempted to capture the 
ambassador. You remember from the AP 
UP releases John Gordon Mine was not 
shot in his automobile, he was shot while 

, he was running down the street trying to 
escape. He shouldn't have tried toexcape; _ 
they wanted to swap him for their second 
in command. I assure you that the guerillas 
have much more right in Guatemala 'ban 
anyone from the United states. That's their 
home, they live there, it's their country, 
it's. their soil, it's their history, it's 
their future. 

There is cine country ·in Latin America 
where there is no U.S. presence. I want 
to talk to you a little about that country 
this evening, because I just left there. 
I just left Havana Sunday morning. It's 
kind of tough to get home. I had to go to 
Lisbon, to Madrid, to New York, I went 
about 12,000 miles to cross that 90 mile 
patch of water. There is no Alliance for 
Progress in Cuba. There is no U.S. aid 
in Cuba. There is no CIA in Cuba. There 
are no U.S. military attaches in Cuba. 
There is no U.S. ambassador in Cuba. 
There are no U.S. grants to Cuba. Cuba 
used to import from 82-88% of its con
sumer goods from the United states, 
and that too has been stopped. As a result 
of this complete separation from the United 
states what do we have taking place on 
this fascinating little island today? I want 
to assure you that I went to every oart 
of the island. 

(Father Bonpane then went on to detail 
his impressions of Cuba). 

"Cuba has the highest literacy rate in 
Latin America with no exception(96.35) ... 
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"Liberal ism" Ineffective: 
Against University Reality 
John Burke 

"The observers seem to beli~ve, and 
I believe myself, that the American cam-· 
pus ranks with the American corporati.Jn 
among the handful of first-class ·contri
butions which our civilization has made 
to the annals of human institutions." 
--McGeorge Bundy,president, Ford Foun-~ 
dation, in The Alumnus (Brandeis Univer-
sity), May, 1968. ' 

There was a time when the American 
public could determine the start of the 
school year and also tell what colleges 
existed in the land by the autumnal re
ports about the collegiate football. The 
beginning of school is marked rather dif-, 
ferently this year. There are shivers and 
creaks as the university system - which 
some time ago forsook the academy for 
the blessings available to a burearcratic 
business - shows it cannot respond to 
student demands for the humane and edu
cational use of its resources. The sounds 
of obsolescence can be heard from Colum
bia to UCSD and p11t the lie to McGeorge 
Bundy's Pangloss e 'fusion. 

At Columbia University a mini-skirted! 
student readies for school by drawing up 
the~ day's S.D.S. events calendar on her 
hands and knees in a brick courtyard 
of school. At the University of Illinois, 
the Black students' Association meet in 
a student Union lounge to discuss the bro
ken promises of another liberal university, 
only to be cleared out by cops in riot 
gear--local, state, university. At U.C. 
B!;!rkeley, student radicals and the "street 
people" of the Berkeley Commune continue 
to seek to liberate their community, Tele
graph Avenue. And at U.C. San Diego the 
rumble of bitter resentment grows among 
students who have witnessed the rejection 
of their teacher, Eldridge Cleaver, by their 
own "liberal ' faculty, as expressed in 
the disgusting UCSD Academic Senate 
statement on the Cleaver issue. · 

Before classes even bagan at Columbia, 
students for a Democratic Society had 
drawn hundreds of students to general 
meetings. Students marched Sept. 12 on 
a faculty meeting busily trying to decide 
on new rules to "regulate" rallies, picket
ing, and other demonstrations. Spokesmen 
for the students were denied entry. The 
faculty meeting was also called to decide 
whether to grant amnesty to the more than 
1 000 students arrested for occupyinguni
v'ersity buildings in the April-May student 
uprising. The vote was against amnesty, 
240 to 160, with over 400 abstentions! 
This intransigence on the part of the facul
ty together with the administration's new 
repressive measures against politicalac
tivity are viewed by the students as pro
moting increased militancy this semester. 

"Project 500" was a plan for which the 
BSA at the University of Illinois re -
ceived a firm commitment from t.he admin
istration. It provided for five hundred black 
students to come to the U of I from 
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ghetto high schools. Financial aid ~s to 
be granted for which they did not have 
to work in exchange; they were not to 
have been made to sign for the loans 
over $470; they would receive adequate 
housing; and one-third of the five hundred 
were to comefromChampaign'sNorthEnd. 
ghetto. Promises made-------Promises 
broken. students arrived on campus to 
find that only forty instead of the pre
scribed hundred and eighty students were 
from the North End, some students were 
being asked to sign for loans of up to. 
$800 , some would have to work in ex-: 
change for aid in addition to carrying 
a heavy load of classes and special tu
toring. And according to the president of' 
BSA a senior law student, "Dormitory 
laundry rooms and sewing rooms had 
been allocated for black students.' 

The Chancellor refused to meet with 
students to discuss the broken commit
ments of the University. When the black 
students were ousted from the Union 
lounge, they were at the end of two days' 
effort to straighten out the administra
tion's betrayal. The Chancellor called in 
the cops who arrested over 300 students, 
hauling them from the campus in trucks. 

The liberal University raised its ugly 
head. again during· the Sept. 27 meeting 
of the UCSD Academic Senate concerning 
the Regents; exclusion of Eldridge Cleav
er from the Berkeley campus course in 
in which he was to have been a teacher. Our 
own faculty continued that reckless flight 
from mind andwill--reasonandcourage-
which has come to characterize the liberal. 
And to show that their corporate soul 
is indeed in the right place, they then judged 
that their resolutions were not to be made 
public. 

Behmd the picket fence of academic 
freedom these "men" hid from the issues 
of student involvement in curricula deci- · 
sions, the suppression of the free flow 
of ideas, both into and out of the Univer
sity, and in submitting to the political 
arrl racist domination of the University' 
by the governor, the Regents, and press, 
and public opinion, the UCSD faculty hid 
from the rape of their very own "aca
demic freedom." Any amendments de
signed to directly confront the concrete 
issues were hurriedly defeated. 

The main point to see in these not 
untypical examples of university failure 
is that the operating principles of a liber
al bureaucracy are irrelevant to, and thus 
impotent in the face of people's needs-
the demonstrated emptyness of a liberal 
program of accomodation., Why is this 
so? Basically because from the Regents 
and administrators on down to mainten
ance men and 'secretaries, the University 
is a business. For the Regents, the uni
versity is one component among their own 
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private interests: banking, oil, agricul
ture, transportation; newspapers, state 
governing. For administrators, secretar
ies, fanitors, etc. the university is plain
ly the mere source of their job. Who 
will insure that the university remains 
an educator? Some say the faculty. 

Yet what all of these examples show 
about the faculty is rather more striking. 
Just as European faculties continue to 
preserve their feudal and authoritarian 
priveleges-;thefaculty in American uni
versities shields itself behind the tenure 
system and the principle of academic free
dom. Tenure, once conce'ived as the ulti
mate guarantee of academic freedom, may 
have become now the enemy of academic 
freedom. 

It does this first by offering refuge 
to the academic sloth, what H.S. Mencken 
once called the "university ignoramus," 
wfiose intelle-ctual atrophy commenced the 
moment tenure was bestowed on him. 
iUnder the protective coating of te.nure the 
lazy and incompetent fraud can disregard 
administrators, students, even Regents. 

Second, and worse, tenure can destroy 
academic freedom to the extent that the 
tenured faculty comes to identify its needs. 
and values with those dictated by the li
beral corporate structure of the univer
sity. American industry, business and 
government have long used the education
al system as a source of trained manpower 
for their own needs. Through the vehicle 
of administrations, university faculties 
have joined with the government and in
dustrialists. Faculty members become, 
as a consequence, mental workers em
ployed by the power structure. Tenure 
thus comes to mean a secure niche in the 
status quo. Academic freedom comes to be ~ 
a fragment, and thus a mockery of free
dom--that kind of freedom wl!ich is not . 
supposed to challenge or change the power 
structure. 

What· the Regents' ruling on Eldridge 
Cleaver shows is the submission of the 
University to now educational and repres
sive influences (i.e. Reagan, the legisla
i:ure, the California public), while the 
UCSD Academic Senate statement reveals 
the obsequiousness of the faculty in the 
face of such pressure and their virtual 
cooperation with the existing power struc
ture. 

What the events at Columbia, Illinois, 
and the University of California show is 

i the disintegration (the loss of integrity) 
of the liberal bureaucratic university 

: structure in the face of new social needs. 

I 
But this was not completely unknown. 
What was not so well known before was 
the extent to which the faculties, erst-

/ 
while colleagues of the students, had joined 
ranks against the students. Insofar as the 
tenure system and "academic freedom' 
(as interpreted by the faculty) have brought 
this about, have brought about the demise 
'If academic freedom and relevant edu
cation, they should be challenged and 
changed. We do so challenge them. These 
men too now join the ranks of those 
regents, admistrators, politicians) who 
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Bonpane Cont. 
I did not see one undernourished child in 
Cuba •.. Half the people in Guatemala are 
undernourished ... There is no unemploy
ment in Cuba •.. All the prostitution is gone. 
All the gambling is gone •.• 

(The peasant is) working to clear all 
of the virgin land to plant vegetables, 
fruit trees, and bring in millions of head 
of cattle. There are 8 million head of.cat
tle on Cuba right now. They are going 
to keep their people fed. The rationing 
is tough. These years are going to be 
tough years, but what they have they are 
dividing among themselves. It is a coun
try at war . It is a country at war against 
nature--it is a country at war to make 
the land produce. It is a country in which 
everyone is supposed to work 8 hours 
a day and then volunteer a heck of a 
lot of time after that. The volunteer labor 
is something very interesting to watch, 
because people work 16-18 hours a day 
frequently, depending on how they feel. 
It's their business. There is no coercion 
exN•nt thP soirit of the revolution. 

Now what I saw on this little island 
was society through §ign~ _throug!J 
slogans, through radio, in every way saying 
we need every hand, we need every arm, 
we need every foot, we need everybody 
we can't spare one of you, we have work 
to do. Please help us, please become a 
part of this. We can't force you, there's 
no way to make people work in the fields 
if they don't want to. Those who have 
tried it under the barrel of a gun have 
realized it's a failure. People who don't 
have the spirit of the revolution aren't 
going to produce. That's all there is to it. 

We couldn't whip Cuba if we wanted to. 
every 1.,;uoan is armed--every man, wo
man, and child there is armed, and if 
they were so against the revolution, why 
didn't they kill Castro in the past ien 
years? He goes around wherever he damn 
pleases. They are all armed to the teeth 
and they invite another Bay of Pigs. Yo~ 
know what happened--people who came in 
and invaded them got the hell kicked out 
of them. I saw the Bay of Pigs, I was 
there. That island is going to defend that 
island. It's going to take care of its own 
destiny, nobody's going to touch it, no-
body. . 

What then can we say? We can say that 
the old-fashioned capitalism has had its 
heyday in Asia, America, Latin America 
and Africa, and that this heyday is over'. 
and that these people in these countries 
no longer believe that some Anglo-Saxon 
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with white skin knows wh:i.t's good for 
their country. So we have to realize that 
the process of socialization, the desire for 
socialization is taking place all around 
the world, and this process puts faith in 
man and is profoundly humanistic, so it's 
a process that no one should be afraid 
of, it is a process that is directed by 
people who believe that they have a right 
to defend themselves from hunger, starva
tion, sickness and ignorance--and from 
people who don't sit around and talk in 
pious terms. People who believe in the 
armed struggle, that means that they fight, 
they fight to defend their people, and they 
have a right to self-defense. And this is 
what they -are doing, they get together to 
fight against the violence, the violence 
of 30y a day wage, the violence of no 
medical care, the violence of hunger, the 
violence of ignorance, they are going to 
fight against it. And they are not going 
to have any double talk. They'll fight 
against it until that phase is over. 

correspondence amt 

What can we do in the United states 
to help correct this policy. We have a 
monster within this beloved land, and tr~ 
monster is called the milit?ry-industri::.l 
complex. This monster is now absorbin,: 
68% of your tax money. To make this 
monster work you have to feed warm bodies 
intc a death machine that turns out human 
hamburger. Now this is what the machine 
does. It's a monster, and it takes people 
and turns them into hamburger, and this 
monster is becoming the rapist of the 
world. And this monster has to be stopped! 
And it can be stopped by stopping feeding 
the warm bodies into it--and if th~ warm 
bodies don't go into it, it can't operate. 
So I think that we have to say that it 
is the system-~Iike the enforced system 
of slavery which is affectionately called 
the draft--has tobeopposedonalllevels; 
it must be stopped because it is not 
serving anything except the intervention 
into othmo lands, the rights that other 
people have and these rights are being 
violated by this monster. 

The only problem in the United states 
at the present time is that we don't 
have any socialization process for the 
poor nor a sense of community, so we 
hope to do away with this individualism 
and selfishness and begin to develop a 
spirit of community. So we don't need 
slight changes, we don't need Humphrey, 
we don't need Nixon, we need something 
deeper than this. We need deep radical 
changes--changes in attitude. What is good 
for the people of theThird Worldis good 
for the United states. We must take our 
place among the family of nations as one 
of the great nations of the world that we 
are ; say that we have gone through our 
phase of imperialism as Rome did and 
many other countries did, but we were in
telligent enough because of the spirit of 
our people, spirit of our youth to have a 
change of heart and in good old pious 
fashion Iwanttosay--tohaveac~n, 
to repent and to change our attitude to 
create a better world instead of staying 
the waste-bin of the universe. 

such programs, as yet another reflex of 
their fundamental contradiction. A teach
ing which sought the student where 
he was, which recognized his con
crete particularity as a basis -
an already elaborated "work" so to 
speak - - upon which to build 
and as something to ~ preserved even 
though gone beyond, rather than as inter
ference to be swept away in the un
yielding confrontation of· the student with 
the thesis of his abstract identity with 
his college-age peers--this would be a 
teaching frankly inimical to the ideologi
cal function involved in teaching Good 
English, which, to the degree that it em
bra.ces dogmatically such notions as the 
uni.vocal meaning of the word (Correct 
Diction), the primacy of analytical thought 
and its modes of organization, is always 
more or less implicated in the institu
tion of the thought-patterns of white West
ern culture as Universal Reason. So long 
as the aim of the program remains the ' 
processing of minoritystudents--teaching 
them to write "college-level" English 
so they can get college-level jobs--the 
teaching must be dogmatic and reduction
ist, interpreting its students' particular
ity for them as a kind of privation, as 
a departure from an ideal norm, the po
tential cause of their "failure." 

This being the case, is there any ex
cuse for the program at all? Is an in
ter~! ~riticism, a proposal for reform, 

Students in Revolt 

MEXICO CITY -- (Currently) 
students and adults armed with rocks 
and molotov cocktails, battled police 
in response to the military occu
pation of the National University. 
Over one hundred students have been 
killed thus far. 
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even relevant? Or is the teaching of this 
special mode of expression condemned 
-irrevocably to hypocrisy? The lesson 
of Malcolm X's study of the dictionary 
while in prison says maybe not. It seems, 
as Malcolm showed, and as Eldridge 
Cleaver has, that the instrumentofformal 
English, despite its ideological commit
tments, is nevertheless justifiable, even 
necessary, as an instrument of power. 
The Program has a possible jusitifioation 
then, but just insofar as it can avoid 
the dogmatic imposition upon its students 
of the conceptual categories behind the 
idea of "good writing" as uniquely true. 
and can avoid as well the systematic 
denial of the special conditions which 
brought €hem to the program in the first 
place. 
.. u is obvious, however, that the author 

of the report, and those of the staff in 
sympathy with him , are little likely to 
be disposed to make or even understand 
the necessity of this transformation. Nei
ther would their replacement by person
nel simply less frank and more adept at 
public-relations jargon be of any benefit. 
It has been suggested that the program 
be staffed by those who have the creden
tials of activism and therefore a demon
strable concern for its real aims. This 
is a difficult criterion to apply, and 
one which is likely enough to result in 
a loss of whatever degree of special com
petence is gained by the current practice 
of hiring only graduate students in Eng
lish (though I will not argue that it is 
a great deal). Nevertheless, a solution in 
this direction seems the only way of 
avoiding the positive wrong of the Pro
gram's approach to date. Unless, per
haps , its prospective students could be 
somehow given beforehand the understand
ing and purpose of those Guatemalan 
guerillas who go to Ft. Benning for their 
training. 

Dean Altizer 
Teaching Assistant 
Literature Department 
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Humanities 
Cont. 
Crowne: 2/2.34 - 1.77 - 1.67 - 0.54 -
2, 77 - 2. 77 ( 12 ratings). 
The value of what Dr. Crowne has to say is 
lost in his lack of lecturing ability. 

DeLaix: 2.33/2.25 - 2.67 - 2.8 - 2. 75 
2 - 2.2 (8 ratings). 
There were very few written comments on 
Prof. DeLaix; "He had a could-care-less 
attitude" and a long reading list. Greek 
history is his field, however, the course 
would be better balanced if DeLaix taught 
in tandum with a philosophy or literature 
professor. All in all the relationship 
with the T.A.s seemed to be of more 
importance in the minds of the students 
in this course. 

Dolin: 2.45/2.2 - 2.33 - 2 - 1.96 -
2.33 - 2.2 (9 ratings) 
Classical Literature is his field; he's 
weak in philosophy. Some students felt 
"He should have related the course more to 
us a human beaings"; perhaps sympoto
matically his tests stressed memorization 
rather than independent thought on the part 
of the students. 

Kirkby: 2. 73/3.98 - 3.98 - 3.67 - 3.87 -
2.89 - 3.35 (19 ratings). 
Most consistently praise professor. Has 
strong opinions but rather than indoctrin
ating students he stresses the necessity 
of supporting opinions. The lectures force 
the student to involve himself in the 
material. 

Teaching Assistants 

Bob Acker: 2.85/3.67 - 2.67/2.5 - 3.2 -
2.85 - 2.5 (6 ratings). 

Dean Altizer: 3/3.5 - 3/4 - 3 - 3 - 3.5 
(2 ratings). 

Jan Altizer: 2.07/2.14 - 1.64/1.64 - 2.29-
2 - 2.43 (7 ratings). 

Lance Beizer: 3.8/3.1 - 2.98/3 - 2.97 -
2.97 - 3.21 (11 ratings). 

Theresa Bidwell: 1.88/2.22 - 1. 75/1 -
2.13 - 2.06 - 2.38 (8 ratings) 
students feel that she doesn't like teach
inr; humanities. 

Don Brennan: 3.5/2.75 - 2.75/3.0 - 3 -
3 - 3.25 (4 ratings) 

SYNTHETIC TRIPS 
Posters 

Strobe Lights 

Leather goods 

Black Lights and Black Light 
Supplie_s 

4734 University 
Bus. 282-1445 

Student Discount 

NOON To NINE 

leather• stoneware 
posters • hvito11s 
.folk music thu~day 
nf9k~ • tnrti9s 
e.ve J-t • books 

CoWee ~rti9ht" 

Pamela Bugen (Farenkopf): 2.5/2.9 -
3/2.9 - 3.2 - 2.5 - 3.2 (5 rati~gs) 

Sandra Dijkstra: 3.31/3.81 - 2.63/3.02 -. 
3.ll - 2.87 - 2.87 (17 ratings) ' 

Larry Dorman: 1.33/0.89 - 0.78/0.79 -
o. 78 - 1.56 - 2.22 (9 ratings) 
One of the few T.A.s widely accused of 
not being prepared for class. Not only 
does he find it difficult to inspire discus
sion but at times even stifles it. He 

. grades liberally, but his comments are 
generally not very helpful. 
Mary Fisk: 3/3 - 3.5/3 - 3.5 - 4 - 4 
(2 ratings) 

Janice Heinzman: 2.-25/2 - 1 /0_.63 -
1. 75 - 1.38 - 1.71 (8 ratings) · . 
Perhaps due to a lack of confidence she 
does not seem to be able to handle the 
material.- Students complain that pap~~s 
are graded more on the basis ?f trivia 
(grammar, dates, etc.) than on mtellec
tual content. 

Eric Johnson: 3.4/3/2 - 3.2/2.78 - 3.5 -
3.16 - 3.2 (6 ratings) 

Phillys Kain: 2.36/2. 72 - 2.36/2.30 -
3.0 - 2.90 - 2.8 (11 ratings) 

Mr. Kim: 2.09/2.36 - 1.27/1.18 - 1.64 --
2.27 - 2.36 (11 ratings) 

Michael Kreisberg: 3.4/3.67 - 3/2.67 -
3.45 - 3.12 - 3.25 (8 ratings) 

Mrs. Lai: 2/2.12 - 1.5/1.25 - 2 - 1.78 -
2. 78 (4 ratings) 

Mr. Lai: 1.25/2 - 1.50/1.25 - 2 - 2.75 -
2.50 (4 ratings) 
His rigid point of view cripples the dis
cussion--he won't consider views other 
th3,n his own. 

Don Lee: 2.5/2.75 - 1.50/1.75 - 2.5 -
2. 75 - 2.25 (4 ratings) 
Joan Metzer: 3.55/3.5 - 3/3.09 - 3.64..: 
3.45 - 3 (ll ratings) 
Ron Mitra: 4/3.87 - 3.25/3.50 - 3. 75 -
3.87 - 4 (8 ratings) 
Most comments rated him highly for both 
interest and competence. Of partial rele
vance is his ability to explain ideas in 
physical and mathematical t_erms: Prob~b
ly the best T.A. at makmg discussion 
sections. work, unequivacably recommen
ded. 

Arlene Ockorlund: 2.67/3.24 - 2.5/2.12 -
3 - 2.87 - 2.87 (8 ratings) 

Susan Orlosfsky: 4/3.67 - 3.2/4 - 3.67 -
3.80 - 3. 7 (6 ratings) 
She seems to have generated tremendous 
enthusiasm: "Wow!", "She's a happen
ing!", "I have never had a T.A. as in
terested in a class as Orlosfsky", "she 
allowed enough freedom to the class to 
make it worthwhile". Note: Miss Orlosf
sky will not be back in the fall quarter 
and since she had trouble getting a leave 
of absence from the Dept. of Lit. we 
may not see her again. 
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GOODS & JEWELRY 
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SHIRTS 
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Cleaver speaks on camplJS, cont 
about taking the Problems confronting_ 
this country and this century and ~o~r?s _ 
the future and seeing what. apphcabihty 
the univer~al principles of socialism might 
have to specific situations." 

"No pig can come along and say, 
'Well, I had a miraculous birth. Although 
all "you common people came here naked 
from your mother's womb, I came here 
with a fist full of Blue Chip stock and an 
armful of trust deeds that gave me per
petual right to own the resources of the 
Earth. So you have to work for me,_ punc_h 
my timeclock, if you want to llve, ~ 

- you want clothing, if you want foo~, if 
you want shelter.' I question these mira
culous births. I say that they came here 
just like everybody else----"in various 
ways." 

''These pigs take the whole of human 
heritage, information and technology that 
J:ias developed down thousands and thou
sands of years and claim it as their 
private property; and they can send it to 
Washington D.C~ and get a patent on it. 
They can get a patent on human heritage 
and they can tell you that you don't have 
access to it.' 

As was to be expected, Cleaver con
centrated a good deal of his attention 
on the police. He described them as the 

Valerie Percock: · ,3.22/4 · - 2.3/1. 78 -
3.5 ·-· 1.5 - 2.5 (4 ratings) 

Richard Pray: 2.83/2.58 - t80/l.90 -
2.63 _ 2.46 - 2. 75 (12 ratings) _ 

Jerry Press: 3.86/3.57 - 3.43/3.71 -
3.57 - 3.83 - 3. 70 (7 ratings) 
Press is a good teacher who is able to 
create a mood where learning is easy. 
He is a 'demanding but constructive gra
der: the student benefits from compreh~n
sive criticism of thought and presentation 
of material. 

. Jonathan Price: 2.67/3.33 - 3.67/3.0 -
3.67 - 3.67 - 3.0 (3 ratings) 

Roberta Sarfatt: 3. 75/3.0 - 2. 75/2. 75 -
4 - 3.25 - 3 (4 ratings) 

Michael Shaffer: 3/2 - 2/3 - 4 - 3 -
2 (2 ratings) 

.ri.m Smith: 2.4/2.4 - 1.4/2.6 - 1.8 -
2.2- - 2.8 (5 ratings) 

Donna Wanamaker: 2.6/3.l - 2A/l.9 -
3.2 - 2.7 - 2.3 (10 ratings) 

Mrs. Webb: 2.2/2.5 ~ 1.77/1.44 - 2.6 -
2.05 - 2.44 (9 ratings) · 

Marcia Webster: 3.4/3.8 - 3.0/2.7 -
1.98 - 2.4 (10 ratings) 

~refaii!l'tll 

mercenary too( of the capitalists' and the 
politicians. He suggested that' gun control 
begin with the police, who most notorious
ly use their guns lawlessly--and held an 
impromptu vote which unanamously sup,. 
ported banning all guns from campus. 
Cleaver decried the present state of 
affairs where police were so alienated 
from the iJeople they were supposed to 
serve that citizens are afraid of their 
own public servants. In the middle 
of .his speech, Cleaver was handed a note 
informing him that there were a number 
of San Diego Police congregating behind 
the gymnasium. He took the opportunity 
to warn "The people have no need to 
stand i~ fear and trembling of public 
servants. That's bullshit. You can kill 
us, but you'll haye to sneak up on _us 
because if you shoot at us, we are gomg 
to shoot back •... the next battlefi~ld after 
Viet Nam is right here in Babylon! We 
didn't plan it; it just happened that way. 
There's· a history that brought it about 
and we don't charge the white people in 
-this audience with being guilty of the 
deeds of their forefathers unless they 
persist in those deeds." He said, "There 
is no more neutrality in the world. You 
either have to be a part of the solution, 

. or you're going to be part of the problem. 
' There ain't no middle ground.'' 

"The next four years are going to be 
a shit storm in Babylon because the peo
ple of the world are rising up and saying, 
'No more!' And .we here. in Babylon 
have got to rise. up and let the people 
of the world know that there are still 
some human beings trapped within the 
entrails of this decadent system.'' 

"We say, 'All power to the people!' 
Black Power to Black people, Brown Pow
er to Brown people, Red Power to Red 
people, Yellow Power to Yellow people, 
White Power to White People." 

"We say that every ethnic group, no 
matter where it's found, has the absolute 
right to be in control of its own destiny 
and not to be manipulated by another 
people, period. And that goes for every-

-body." 
"The basic principle that we move on 

is that every man, woman, and child on 
the face of the planet Earth deserves the 
very highest and best standard of livi~g 
that human knowledge and technology is 
capable of providing, period.'' 

"The knowledge and the technology is 
here that we can shift the contradictions 
from among people outside people and 
there will be justthe contradiction between 
people and their struggle to cope with the 
environment. That's the only valid contra-_ 
diction. ~eyond that, it should all be co
operation." 
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